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Forward

It's been four years since we o�cially opened the doors to our bean-to-bar craft chocolate factory in Kailua town! 
Two years prior, the story of Mānoa Chocolate Hawaii began with Dylan Butterbaugh meeting Dan O'Doherty at 
the University of Hawaii at Mānoa. �ere, Dylan was exposed to cacao research at the College of Tropical 
Agriculture. At that time, Dan was a graduate student with a background in botany and genetics. He was working 
as an agricultural extension agent under Dr. "Skip" Bittenbender. �eir goal was to develop local expertise in cacao 
cultivation and best practices in post-harvest handling for the state of Hawaii. Dylan, with his passion for 
sustainability and entrepreneurship, became fascinated with the process of bean-to-bar chocolate making. He was 
also one year away from graduation and searching for a life purpose with a positive impact on the world and local 
environment in which he was born and raised. Dylan saw the potential that cacao held for the state of Hawaii 
(e.g. local manufacturing, responsible tourism, land management, agroforestry, etc.) and how these values could 
translate to a business with global market potential--needless to say he found his purpose! While still in school, 
Dylan used student loan money to bootstrap Mānoa  Chocolate Hawaii with the goal to build a Hawaii-based 
chocolate industry.

In the early years of Mānoa Chocolate Hawaii from 2012-2015, quality Hawaii bean supply was few and far 
between. Since Dylan has always been a world traveler, he set out through South America upon graduation to 
source �ne cacao beans for his start-up. At that time, Dan continued pursuing his graduate studies and cut his 
teeth on cacao consulting projects in Costa Rica, Samoa, and Ecuador. Between both of their adventures from 
2012 to the present, Mānoa Chocolate Hawaii has been in direct trade relationships with farmers of unique, 
�ne-�avored cacao from across the globe. Over the years, we have also had the pleasure of working with 
trailblazing farmers in Hawaii that were able to supply us with beans from Hilo, Waiahole, and Maunawili as 
proof of concept, and this would stoke the �re for what was to come in Hawaii over the next few years. 

Fast forward to 2016 and we are an established house of craft chocolate. Back in 2012, we were in the �rst wave
of pioneering bean-to-bar makers, and by our own market research, only the 24th bean-to-bar makers in the U.S. 
�ere are now hundreds of makers that have entered the game, and we feel the more the merrier to help 
enlighten the public about this New World style of single origin dark chocolate. Here, the goals are to source 
cacao ethically, pay farmers living wages, and elevate cacao from a cheap and distorted raw material to a �ne food 
enjoyed like wine that showcases the story of the place where it is grown. 

Please enjoy our �rst of many sourcing reports! 
Aloha, 

Team Mānoa Chocolate Hawaii
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Hilo, 
Hawaii
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Ecuador

Ucayali,
Peru

Bahia,
Brazil



Bean Breakdown 2016



Hilo, Hawaii

 

total beans sourced:

1,160 kg

Hilo

Source
Colin Hart & Hilo Shark’s Chocolate

Ownership
Tom Sharkey

Their Story
Tom Sharkey is a pioneering cacao farmer in the State of 
Hawaii. He provides post harvest handling services for six 
di�erent cacao farms across the Hilo region. At Sharkey’s 
farm, U.H. Hilo cacao specialist, Colin Hart, carefully 
oversees post harvest handling. Because of their e�orts, 
Manoa Chocolate has had access to quality hawaiian cacao, 
where it would otherwise be in scarce supply.

Region
Hilo, Big Island (Hawaii Island)

Flavor Profile
Mild, mellow and malted creamy middle with light berries 
and �oral tones on the �nish. 

Varietals
Mixed hybrids of an unknown origin. �is genetic material 
comes from an abandoned Hershey Chocolate farm in 
Kea’au. 

Post Harvest Handling
�e harvest cycle is punctuated by two main harvest 
seasons, October-November and Februray-May. Fresh cacao 
seeds are loaded into wooden boxes on the same day the 
pods are cracked. �e boxes are made of un-treated maple 
plywood fastened with stainless steel screws. Beans are then 
sun-dried on mesh screens in an open-air greenhouse. 
Depending on the season, beans will take between 1-3 
weeks to fully dry to the desired 7% moisture content.
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Esmeraldas, Ecuador

Esmeraldas

Source
Costa Esmeraldas Cacao Company

Ownership
Freddy Salazar

Their Story
�is Ecuadorian cacao farm is owned and managed entirely 
by the Salazar family, who have a long agricultural history in 
Ecuador. �e Salazars reclaimed 100 hectares of cattle 
pasture to establish this single estate.

Region
Atacames, Esmeraldas

Flavor Profile
Roasted and buttery hazelnut tones with black cherries and 
dried fruit on the �nish. 

Varietals
�e Salazar family worked in partnership with the 
University of Costa Esmeraldas to select the best clones for 
�ne �avor and high yields. �e result is a nacional hybrid of 
cacao (clones EET-95, EET-96, and EET-103).

Post Harvest Handling
Early harvest is January-Februrary. �eir state-of-the-art 
fermentation and drying facility was designed by Hawaii-
based cacao consultancy, Cacao Services. �e design results 
in beautiful, clean, and consistent cacao that uses gravity to 
help mixing beans between boxes for even fermentation. 
�e wooden ferment boxes have a 450 kg capacity. �e 
fermenting mass is turned once at 36 hours, and then every 
morning until fermentation is complete. Total duration of 
fermentation is 5 ½ days. All cacao is sun dried on sliding 
mesh racks. High-walled polyethylene tunnels cover all 
drying structures. Beans are�nish-dried to a moisture 
content of 7%. All dry cacao is stored in breathable jute 
bags for at least two months to allow oxidation and 
volatilization of acidity.

total beans sourced:

4,196 kg



 

Ucayali, Peru

total beans sourced:

1,000 kg

Ucayali

Source
Ucayali River Cacao

Ownership
Robin Jordan

Their Story
Ucayali River Cacao (URC) works with about 400 small 
farmers. Until recently their region was not known for �ne 
cacao, but due to the e�orts of USAID and Alianza Cacao of 
Peru there are farmers that are abandoning coca production 
for cacao. �eir goal is to produce a high quality �ne cacao 
while helping local farmers earn a legitimate income rather 
than returning to coca production. �e tropical forests of 
Ucayali o�er a vast biodiversity with �ora and fauna yet to 
be discovered.

Region
Pucallpa, Ucayali

Flavor Profile
Starts with a bright, lemony-pop of fruit in the beginning 
that mellows to a creamy, nutty, dry earthy �nish.

Varietals
Mostly Trinitario clones (ICS-1, ICS-39, ICS-95, TSH-565), 
with locally selected cultivars and older seedlings of native 
Peruvian origin. 

Post Harvest Handling
Harvest is April-August. URC works constantly with 
farmers to develop quality standards for their cacao. 
Quality wet seed is then purchased through direct trade at 
20% per kilo over market rate. Only fresh cacao opened the 
morning of pick-up is sourced and loaded into fermentation 
boxes by nightfall. 
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Bahia, Brazil

total beans sourced:

440 kg

Bahia

Source
Vale Potumuju 

Ownership
Tuta & Juliana Aquino 

Their Story
Tuta and Juliana Aquino are a husband and wife team.�ey 
are direct descendants of Bahia cacao farming families 
dating back to the 1890’s. �e Aquino’s took ownership of 
the farm in 1973. In the midst of the Mata Atlântica Rain 
Forest, cacao trees grow and produce at “terroirs” under the 
shade of native and rare trees. �e Mata Atlântica holds one 
of the largest biodiversities on the planet. 

Region
Arataca, Bahia

Flavor Profile
Bright, mild, brazil-nutty beginning with crisp green apple 
fruit tones. 

Varietals
Hybrid forastero, hybrid trinitario, and a low-Amazon 
variety called pará, which is indigenous to Brazil.

Post Harvest Handling
First harvest is March-May, and second harvest is August-
October. �eir ripe cacao is pooled with harvests from 
neighboring farms in the region. Wet seed is seperated by 
varietal and given unique fermentaion times and sundried 
on solar decks with sliding mesh drawers.
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